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Abstract. To a gauge field on a principal G-bundle P->M is associated a
sequence of quantum mechanical Hamiltonians, as Planck's constant fe->0 and
a sequence of representations πn of G is taken. This paper studies the associated
quantum partition functions, trace exp(— tHn), and produces a complete
asymptotic expansion, as ft-»0, h=ί/n, of which the principal term, pro-
portional to the classical partition function, is the familiar classical limit.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study the limit as ft->0 of the (non-relativistic) quantum partition
function associated with the Hamiltonian for motion in a Yang-Mills field. More
specifically, let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, and let P ^ M be a
principal G-bundle, G a compact connected Lie group. We suppose a connection is
given on P; this determines a gauge field. We can regard the connection as a
g-valued one-form θ. We have an associated covariant derivative on any associat-
ed vector bundle E = Px πV, where π is a representation of G on a vector space V.
With respect to a local frame, this is given by

V$u=X u + π{ΘQί))u9 (1.1)

where X is a tangent vector to M, we C^iM, E). Here X u represents the action of
X componentwise on u, and Θ(X) is the element of g defined by the connection
1-form θ. In local coordinates, on a coordinate patch $CM, with X = d/dxj = 9.
and

θ = Σ^.(x)ΛcJ.; ^eC°°(0,8), (1.2)
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